
What questions is ADORE trying to answer?

Glossary

Taking ruxolitinib together with another treatment may be a more e�ective way of treating MF

Myelofibrosis (MF) severely impacts patients’ lives

• ADORE is for patients who are already taking the treatment ruxolitinib, but may also take
a new treatment in combination with ruxolitinib. Patients will continue to take ruxolitinib
at the same dose they were taking before entering the study.

What are the possible benefits for patients in taking part?

• ADORE is an opportunity to receive a new treatment that is not available for patients
with MF outside of a clinical trial.

• The results of the study may help researchers learn new things about how to better
treat MF.

To take part, participants must have all of the following:

• Myelofibrosis*

• An enlarged spleen

• A low level of hemoglobin (the iron-rich protein that carries oxygen
in red blood cells)

• Been taking ruxolitinib for at least 12 weeks

• Been taking the same dose of ruxolitinib for at least the last 4 weeks

• All patients will continue to take ruxolitinib
as they currently do, but may also take
1 of 5 possible new treatments.

• These treatments have not been studied
in combination with ruxolitinib in MF
patients before. They have been studied
on their own and in combination with other
treatments in other cancer types.

• The treatment patients take in the first part of
the trial will depend on the treatment arm that
is open at the time they see their physician.
This is to ensure enough patients take each of
the treatments to be able to see if they are safe and e�ective.

Which treatments are being studied?

These are the main criteria to take part; a more detailed set of criteria can be found here

*This includes di�erent types of MF called Primary Myelofibrosis, Post-Polycythemia Vera MF, or
Post-Essential Thrombocythemia MF.

2 examples of how a new treatment could work with ruxolitinib to better treat MF

Ruxolitinib has helped many patients with MF

However, there is still a need to find better ways to treat MF

What is the study design?

Do you have a patient who could participate in ADORE?

Myelofibrosis (MF) is a rare disorder in which 
fibers build up in the bone marrow and blood 
cells can't develop properly. ADORE is a 
clinical trial for patients who are already taking 
the treatment ruxolitinib for their MF. The trial 
will explore if adding a new treatment to 
ruxolitinib is safe and beneficial.

How could a new treatment work with ruxolitinib?

What can happen in MF?

• Proteins known as JAKs
send signals that a�ect the
production of blood cells in
the bone marrow

• When JAKs send too many
signals, they cause the body
to make the wrong number
of blood cells

• JAKs are not the only
proteins that a�ect the
production of blood cells in
the bone marrow

• Other proteins called ERKs
can become overactive,
which may lead to the
uncontrolled production of
blood cells

• Another type of protein
called p53 normally triggers
damaged cells to die, which
can stop them turning into
cancer cells

• A protein called HDM2
attaches to p53 to stop it
working and helps keep the
amount of p53 in your cells
at the right level

• However, in MF, the body
can make too much HDM2,
which in turn stops p53 from
working

• Ruxolitinib works by
targeting JAKs to reduce
overactive JAK signaling to
help keep the production of
blood cells under control3,4

• Ruxolitinib helps stop the
signals that are telling the
body to make too many
blood cells in the bone
marrow
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• Rineterkib targets ERKs to
reduce signaling and help stop
abnormal blood cell
production12–14

• MF cells treated with ruxolitinib
can turn on other signalling
pathways, such as ERK, to help
them survive

• So together ruxolitinib and
rineterkib may more strongly
suppress overactive signals,
leading to better control of the
MF cells and their e�ects

• By stopping HDM2 attaching
to p53, siremadlin ultimately
helps p53 work properly so it
can help cancer cells die15–17

• Siremadlin may work with
ruxolitinib by targeting
another process which can
also cause MF, which allows
the cancer cells to
self-destruct

There are 3 parts to this Phase 1/2 trial

Anemia: A condition in which the number of red blood cells or the hemoglobin concentration within them is lower than normal.
Bone marrow: The soft, spongy tissue that has many blood vessels and is found in the center of most bones. Bone marrow contains blood stem cells 
that can develop into red blood cells, white blood cells, or platelets.
Clinical trial: A type of research study that tests how well new medical approaches work in people. 
Hemoglobin: A protein inside red blood cells that carries oxygen from the lungs to tissues and organs in the body. It also carries carbon dioxide back to the lungs.
Myelofibrosis: A rare blood cancer in which fibers build up in the bone marrow and blood cells cannot develop properly.
Platelet: A tiny, disc-shaped piece of cell that helps form blood clots to slow or stop bleeding and to help wounds heal.
Protein: Large, complex molecules that play many critical roles in the body. They do most of the work in cells and are required for the structure, function, 
and regulation of the body’s tissues and organs.
Spleen: An organ that makes some types of immune cells (white blood cells), filters the blood, stores blood cells, and destroys old blood cells. It is located 
on the left side of the abdomen near the stomach.

ERK, extracellular signal-regulated kinases; HDM2, Human Double Minute 2; JAK, Janus Associated Kinases; p53, upregulated modulator of apoptosis.
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ADORE, a clinical trial studying 
the e�ects of taking ruxolitinib 
with a new treatment in patients 
with myelofibrosis

Who can participate in ADORE?

Why is the  trial needed?

• Is the combination of ruxolitinib and a new treatment safe and e�ective?

• At which dose should the new treatment be taken?

• Shortened life expectancy1

• Symptoms, such as fatigue, weight loss and night sweats2

• Enlarged spleen, causing loss of appetite and belly pain/discomfort2

• Poor quality of life2

• Used to treat patients with MF for around a decade3,4

• Reduces spleen size and relieves symptoms, such as fatigue,
shortness of breath and appetite loss5,6

• Improves patients’ quality of life6,7

• Increases chances of living longer8–11

• Ruxolitinib cannot cure MF
• Some patients’ MF gets worse over time despite taking ruxolitinib
• An anticipated downside of ruxolitinib treatment is anemia

(when the number of red blood cells is below normal) and
thrombocytopenia (when there is a lower-than-normal number of
platelets in the blood)3,4

Eligible patients 
can take part 
in the ADORE 

trial now
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This part aims to see if the di�erent combinations of ruxolitinib 
plus new treatments are safe and at which dose the new 
treatments should be taken

Patients can take part in this 
part of the trial now1

Only safe and potentially e�ective combinations from Part 1 
will be studied further 

The e�cacy of these combinations will be evaluated

The combination treatment 
arms eligible for Part 2 
will be determined after 
safety and other data have 
been reviewed, and Parts 2 
and 3 will also include patients 
who receive ruxolitinib alone

2
The most promising combination(s) from Part 2 will be 
studied in more patients 

This combination will be compared to ruxolitinib on its own
3
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